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Abs t r ac t

An experimental cest facility for the study of
electromagnetic effects In the FWBS systems of fusion
reactors 'aas been constructed over the past 2-1/2
years at Argonne National Laboratory (AND. In a test
volune of J.76 in-3 a vertical pulsed 0.5 I dipole field
(d < 50 T/s) is perpendicular to a 1 T solenoid
field. Power supplies of 2.75 "IW and 5.5 (III and a
solid state switch rated 13 kV, 13.1 kA (170 MW)
concroi che pulsed magnetic fields. The total stored
energy in the coils is 2.13 MJ. The coils are
designed for a future upgrade to •+ T ror the solenoid
and 1 T for che dipole field (a total of 23./ MJ).
This paper describes the design and construction
features of the facility. These include the power
supplies, the solid state switches, winding and
impregnation of large dipole saddle coils, control of
the magnetic forces, computer control of FELIX and of
experimental data acquisition and analysis, and an
inicial experimental test setup to analyze the eddy
current distribution in a flat disk.

Introduction

FELIX is an experimental test facility that has
been constructed over the past 2-1/2 years aC ANL for
the study of electromagnetic effects in the FWBS sys-
tems of fusion reactors. It provides in a test volume
of 0.76 m3 a vertical pulsed dipole field of 0.5 T
(ri < 50 T/s) perpendicular to a steady 1 T solenoid
field. The FELIX coils have been designed for a
future upgrade to 1 T for the dipole field and to 4 T
for the solenoid field. A preliminary design1 for
FELIX, an experimental program and future upgrades,2

and an interim report on the FELIX construction
program and experimental program3 were reported
earlier. This report focuses on the completed FELIX
facility, stressing design features that may be
helpful to designers and may be of interest to users.

The FELIX Facility

The lacixicy occupies an area 12 m * 13 m in a
I,iJ0 n- Duilding which has: 25 con and 10 r.on
cranes; electric utilities of 16 MVA ranging from
120/208 V, 277/460 V to 2.4 kV 3-phase 60 Hz; cooling
water; heating; ventilation; purging alarm; and fire
protection. The major components of FELIX are
identified in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows a front view of
the FELIX facility with a disk experiment in place.
On che right-hand side are the rectifier cubicles of a
2.75 MW and a 5.5 MW, 12-phase rectifier; in the rear
of the picture is the 13.1 kA, 13 kV solid-state
switching circuit. Two 13.2 kV/480 V, 3-phase
rectifier transformers, rated 3.2 MVA and 6.3 MVA,
respectively, are shown in Fig. 3. Control and
experimental data handling equipment is located in a
nearby metal enclosed room.

Pulsed Power Supply Systems

A block diagram of che dipole power supply is
shown in Fig, 4. The dc power supply for the solenoid

Fig. I. FELIX Components and
Experimental Volume
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Fig. 2. FELIX Facility with Disk Experiment

•toil is Identical. buc without "he joiid state
switching circuit and discharge resistors. Both power
supplies have an output voltage of 550 V dc; the
solenoid supply drives the current up to 12.4 W in 3
seconds, holds it at that value for 7 s and thereafter
drops it to zero in another 3 s. In the middle of
this 7 s flat-top the dipole field is discharged with
a time constant determined by resistor £U. The above
cycle can be repeated every 60 s. Each of the two
power supplies has two identical 12-phase rectifier
circuits operating in parallel. Each 12-phase
rectifier comprises two 3-phase full wave bridges (B,
and B,) connected in parallel through an interphase
transformer (To); the diagram of Fig. 4 shows only one
of the two 12-phase rectifier circuits. The dipole
power supply is connected to the 6.3 MVA rectifier
transformer, which is better able to withstand the
pulsed magnetic forces associated with sudden current
interruption from 30% overload. One 13.2 kV circuit
breaker feeds both transformer primaries from a nearby
substation. The rectifier thyristor phase control
uses a current regulator with a feedback from a 175-uH
coaxial shunt that monitors the dc output. The
regulator controls the gate drive circuits for all



Fig. 3. Outdoor 3.2 MVA and 6.3 MVA
Rectifier Transformers

i < 13.1 k»

COIL CURRENT

Fig. 4. Block Diagram of Dipole Power Supply

thyristors in the 12-phase systems covering the range
from full rectification to power inversion. Any
current level aay be selected on a 12-bit D/A
converter which is set by a binary up-down counter
either at the power supply or remotely by the
computer.

Dipole Switching Circuit

The heart of the 170-HW switching circuit is the
thyristor assemblies TH, and TH , each comprising 90
thyristors rated 800 A , 1260 A , 3100 V. These
thyristors are arranged In 10 parallel modules, each
having 9 thyristors in series. The thyristors of each
module have been selected to have only a small
difference in recovered charge when they turn off.
Figure 5 shows one assembly. One "C"-core reactor
located at the bottom of each module forces equal
current sharing among the ten modules. Also shown are

Fig. 5. Thyristor and Diode Assembly

the voltage-grading circuits in parallel with each
thyristor, the water-cooled heat sinks, and the water
header. In the rear of Fig. 5 is the diode assembly
D2 comprising 44 diodes, each rated 1600 A , 2400
V. They are arranged in four parallel modules of 11
diodes in series, each with a voltage-grading circuit.

Circuit Operation

One of the many logic circuits controlling the
power supply ensures that power can only be turned on
when capacitor Cx in Fig. 4 is charged to 13 kV. At
time t the output voltage of the dc power supply is
gradually increased by rectifier phase control to
limit the inrush current Into capacitor C^. Shortly
before Cj is charged to 550 V, thyristor assembly THj
is gated on causing the dipole current to rise at a
rate of di/dt - E/L - 550 V/10 mH - 55 kA/s. This
corresponds to a di/dt value of 0.006 A/us for each of
the ten parallel connected thyristor modules, which is
too small to turn them on. In order for the
thyristors to reach i "latching" current -,i ibout ?. 2
A per module, a 25 3 resistor, RJJ, rated 9 kW pulls 22
A. After >0.32 s, the dipole current has reached 13.1
kA, ^sneratin? * "ield :z "'.I T. -x that tine, ":, ,
the regulator reduces the power supply output voltage
to ~245 V to maintain this current within ifl.iS.
During the flat-top time (t, to tx) the dipole field
penetrates the experimental test piece, and eddy
currents in the lest piece, generated during the
current rise, decay to insignificant values. The
actual test starts at time t when the power suppxy is
disconnected from Che dipole coils. At this time
thyristor THX is turned on applying the 13 kV charge
on capacitor Cx to the circuit. Capacitor C x has
three discharge paths through THT itid Lx. One is via
THj^ DJt and C,; a second througfi R^, and a third via
the dipole coils. There are four distinct circuit
conditions. The first is when thyristor THX has
turned on; a second, when thyristor TH, has turned
off. The third condition exists when capacitor C . has
discharged and no longer back biases diode D 2 ancf the
fourth condition, when capacitor C^ is charged to its
negative peak voltagfi. After that the dl.polr coil
current flows only through R,, Dj, and Rg. When

thyristor THX has turned on, capacitor Cx discharges

at an initial rate of di/dt < er /L s 13 kV/80 uH <
x x



163 A/us mainly through THj, D ^ and C p After ~ 83
js, che current chrough IH^ goes through sero curr.ing
IH, ori". During this time, the potential on C.{ has
decreased to ~12 kV and the dipole current lias
cransferred from Slowing through the power supply to
flowing through capacitor Cx. The positive charge on
C drives the dipole current up to 13.4 kA while CK is
being discharged by the dipole current in
approximately 450 us. During this time thyristors TH;

regain their voltage blocking capability. With
capacitor C x discharged, diode D2- is no longer back
biased and resistor R, becomes part of the circuit.
Aesistor R9 overdamps cha oscillatory circuit composed
of che dipole coils and capacitor C^. The dipole coil
current transfers from the capacitor to the resistor
during the time it takes to charge Cx to its negative
peak voltage. Neglecting the effect of lx - SO uH vs
cne dipole inductance LQ » 10 mH, the current and
voltage shapes during transfer are
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C \ ii /
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I = dipole current at time capacitor voltage
is zero

t - time after capacitor voltage is zero.

For R2 » 1 fl the transfer is the longest, taking -1.4
zs. <ith -apacitor C x it its negative peaK. voltage,
current stops flowing through it and thyristor TH
turns off. The dipole current discharges throuen
j^s^btor v-io ana aioae Jn axponenciaiiy. resistor Ay
forces a rapid current magnetic field decay. Resistor
R., is adjustable in steps to produce L/R tine
constants oi j.ul, 0.J2, 0.u5, and J.i s.

Turn-off Circuit

In order to limit che total number of thyristors
(and thyristor trigger circuits) to 180 and to
minimize the cost of the assemblies, 60 Hz high power
thyristors were selected. The high current and high
voltage rating of these relatively low-cost devices
cotaes at che expense of slow turn-off times
(typicilly, 250 us vs 25 us for more expensive
inverter type thyristors). This requires a powerful
turn-off circuit which is provided by che 500 uF
capacitor bank C^ charged to 13 kV (<42 kJ) in
conjunction with inductor L * SO uH.

Capacitor bank C^ » 6000 yF serves two
purposes. First, it provides a low impedance path for
the turn-off current for thyristor assembly TH^.
Secondly, it absorbs the energy stored in the wiring
inductance of the power supply when its current decays
to zero in approximately 33 us at a rate of S163
A/us. Capacitor C. jnd the dipole coils would

resonate at ~20 Hz; diode D, prevents this. Resistor
3.,, rated 150 ., 2 <U", aischarges C. with i time
constant of ).9 3 between pulses.

Thyristor Firing Circuits

Because nonsimultaneous firing of the thyristors
might produce dangerous turn-on overvoltages the
firing system for che 13 kV thyristor assembly TH.{
muse satisfy che following requirements:

» The gate signal must be at least equal to
four zimes the iiinimum gace turn—in current
.; >& < }.15 A > 0.6 A).

• Tiie rise time of th« gate-current should be
less Chan 0.3 JS to ainimize the delay
between the firsc and cfte last thyristor
turned on in a string of nine.

• The time difference (jitter) among the gate-
current pulses should be less than 0.4 -is.

• The gate-current pulse should last for at
least 50 us and must not exceed the power
rating of che thyriscor gate.

• The firing circuit should be fail-safe.

The above requirements are met by furnishing gate
signals by means of a primary cable threaded through
toroidal tape-wound cores on which are placed
secondary windings supplying the gates of each of the
ninety thyristors of an assembly. Ad illustrated by
Fig. 6 the secondaries of otic core provide signals to
one thyristor in each of the ten parallel connected
thyristor modules. In this way, all the secondaries
of a core are nominally at the same potential to
ground; this potential varies from 1.44 to 13 kV in 9

PULSE TRANSFORMER
No. 9 FOR THVRISTORS
8 % 9 X o

IPULSE TRANSF. No.1 •
•FOR THVRISTORS

10 THYRISTOR MODULES (I... X)

?ig. 6. Diagram of Thyristor Pulse
Transformer Operation



steps of 1.44 kV. The pulse shaping network of Fig. 7
-jives d rise time of 200 ns without requiring good
:iign frequency characteristics from the transformer
circuit. These networks are mounted close to each
chyristor, as shown in Fig. 8. By adjusting resistor
i, che time constanc R,C, can be varied and with i.t
the time when capacitor Cj reaches the zener voltage

SCR.

-AMr -V»H

-o-H

polarity.
circuit u

The cubicle containing the switching
shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 7. Thyristor Pulse Shaping Network

Fig. 8. Thyristor and Pulse Transformer Assembly

of L), wnicn initiates a gate pulse by triggering
SCRj. Resistor Rj also helps to force current sharing
between che secondary windines. Resistor R, and
capacitor C^ act not only as a delay circuit to* time
and to sharpen the gate pulse, but also as a noise
suppressor no "-he jates that :re connected in parallel
through the common transformer core.

As shown in Fig. 6, each thyristor is shunted by
a voltage-grading circuit that equalizes the voltage
across the 9 thyristors caused by nonsimultaneous
tiring or different leakage currents. The dc grading
resistor is 50 kii. The. transient grading circuit
consists of a 15 .1 resistor connected in series with
0.15 uF (.T » 2.25 us); the 0.16 J charge stored at 1.4
kV on the 0.15 uF capacitor aids in keeping the
fastest thyristor turned on while the slower ones are
turning on.

For fail-safe operation two pulse shaping
networks have been provided for each thyristor gate.
They operate in parallel and their turn-on time has
been adjusted to be within <10G ns.

The primary cable pulse is generated by
discharging an extended-foil capacitor bank of 80 uF
from 350 V through an SCR. The transformer cores are
reset when this capacitor is recharged via the primary
cable by 3 sinusoidal current pulse of opposite

Fig. 9. Cubicle Containing Switching Circuit

Discharge Resistor R? for Dipole Coils

The energy of 858 kj stored In the dipole coils
is discharged into a water—cooled resistor bank that
can be adjusted to have values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1
12 corresponding to decay times of 10, 20, 50, and 100
ms. Figure 10 is a picture of the bank which is
located in a tunnel below the switching circuit
cubicle. To reduce cost and circuit inductance the
resistors were nade from 0.85 fi modules. Each module
consists of four commercially available 12-ft-long
stainless steel tubes of 3/8 in. OD and 0.020 in. wall
thickness. The four tubes are arranged side by side
and connected in series. By having the current
flowing in opposite directions in adjacent tubes, the
magnetic forces partially cancel and the net force on
each tube is outward. By insulating the tubes with
long sheets of mylar for ~20 kV the tube separation is
small and with it the inductance of each resistor
module.

Fig. 10. n.'.nel; Discharge Resistor Bank

Winding and Impregnation of Coil Assemblies

Sach dipole saddle coi.l consists of four two-
layer pancake windings, -sach layer having eight
turns. Each turn consists of nine conductors in
parallel. The turn insulation is two layers of 6-mil
aica tape, half lap, and one layer of 10-mil
fiberglass half lap. The two-layer pancake coils ware
wound on a winding fixture consisting of a horizontal



cylinder of 5 ft OD and 20 ft Long which can rotate
around ics axis and 360° in 3. horizontal plane.
Figure 11 shows the rirst pancaKe and its coii core

Fig. 11. Dipole Pancake Saddle Coil
on Winding Fixture

spacer after winding. After these were removed, a
wooden shell the thickness of tiie first pancake coil
was added to the cylinder. The second wooden core
spacer was fitted on this shell and the second pancake
coil wound about it. This process was repeated for
the next two pancake coils.

After being wound, each pancake coll was lifted
onto the impregnation fixture base using an Individual
lifting fixture, which is an aluminum shell that
closely fits over the top of the coil. Plastic cable
ties through holes in the shell supported the coil up
against the inner surface of the lifting fixture. The
assembly of the pancakes of a large outer dipole coil
is shown in Fig. 12. The assembly was wrapped to a
ouild-up of 1/8 in. with fiberglass tape before vacuum
impregnation.

The vacuum impregnation, shown in Fig. L3,
consisted ->i walling off ail coi.1 surfaces with
•aluminum sections, sealing the joints. and applying a
vacuum of 0.5 Torr. Epoxy resin was fed in at about
100°C for extended potting life until all voids were
fi'led, and the assembly waa allowed co cure. The
epoxy formulation for the dipole coils consisted of

Fig. 13. Dipole Coil Vacuum Impregnation

100 parts EPON 828 (Shell Chemical Co.), 90 parts
nadic methyl anhydride [NMAi (Buffal-j Color Corp.) and
2 parts DMP-30 (Rohm and Haas Co.). To control
impregnation and curing of the coil insulation, heat
was applied by running hot water or steam through the
conductor holes for 40 hours. Finished dipole coils
are shown in position together with the iar.er Benelex
coil spacer in Fig. 14, tttg'i voltage dc and induced
voltage tests were performed on each coil assembly.

Fig. 12. Outer Dipole Coil Assembly Before
Outer Fiberglass Wrap is Applied

Fig. 14. Finished Dlpoie Coils with
Inner Benelex Spacer

The 24 solenoid pancake coils were wound on a
disk around a core and similarly vacuum impregnated
within an aluminum shell assembly. The formulation
for the solenoid coils consisted of 100 parts Dta-332
(Dow Chemical Co.), 30 parts phenyl glycidyl ether
[PGEJ (CPS Chemical Co.), 70 parts EM-308 (Thiokol
Corp.). This formulation allowed an economical 16
hour cure with water at 6Q°C.



Restraint of Che Magnetic Forces

Current and field interactions produce large
aiagnetic forces on che solenoid and dipoie coils.
With a 1 T solenoid field and ). 5 T dipoie field, the
moment on each of Che solenoid coils is J.34 MNm or 3
M lb-in. The coils are preloaded into a rigid
position by tie rods in che axial direction and fay
containment straps in the azimuthal direction as shown

in Fig. 1.1)3

The ends of the main containment straps are
buckled rogecher by a pair of 1-1/4 in. diameter
tightening screws to form the assembly azimuthal
preload. The screw nuts were adjusted to a 70 Ih.-in.
torque. Strain gauges are mounted on some of the
separate strap bands to verify strap preloadings of
close to 5,000 lb from the screw torque loadings.

By its geometry, the outer cylinder volume of
FELIX containing the dipoie coils and ctieir spacers is
less compressible in tne axial direction than is che
inner cylinder volume containing the 24 solenoid coils
and cheir spacers. The inner cylinder volume was
initially axially preclamped to compress it as much as
possible. While in this preclamped condition, shims
were added under the compression tabs at the ends of
the inner cylinder volume to align its surface with
che outer cylinder volume end surface.

The outer and inner tie rods compress the coil
assembly axially through the compression tabs shown in
Figs. 1 and 15. To tighten the large 4-in. diameter
tie rods, a rod puller was bridged across an outer tie
rod to its matching inner tie rod. Two hydraulic
jacks were inserted between the puller and the
compression tab, one close to the outer tie rod and
the other close to the inner tie rod. Strain gauges
were mounted on selected tie r^ds. The inner 4-in.
diameter tie rods have the highest preloads of SO,000
lb. Some of these rods were instrumented with four
strain gauges mounted 90° apart around the
circumference for improved strain monitoring.

Fig. 15. View of FELIX

When the assembly was preloaded, the gauges
indicated some of the cie rods vere in benaing and
enabled the determination of che location of the
neutral axis on che cross-section of a :ie rod, the
maximum censile stress, che aaxxnum compression
stress, the total Censile loading in che tension
section area, and the total congressional loading in
the compression section area. The sura of these last
two loadings approximated the 50,000-lb load within
152 as calculated for the rods from che pressures on
the hydraulic jacks. The agreement of these sums
verified the measured bending of the cie rods by the
strain gauges.

T.. each case, the direction of che tie rod bend
agre:d with Che direction of the slight: deflection of
the compression tab from a perpendicular to che axial
direction. After the first experiments, more strain
gauges will be mounted on the tie rods and moni-
tored. The compression tabs will again be reshianned
co align all tabs parallel to each other and perpen-
dicular to the cylinder axis. This should prevent the
tie rods from bending. Spherically seated tie rod nut
washers will be used for the future upgrade to a 4 T
solenoid field and 1 T dipoie field where stress
conditions will be increased by a factor of eight.

FELIX Control and Experimental Data Handling

Power Supply System

A minicomputer (Data General NOVA-3) is used for
the automatic sequencing and current setting of the
two FELIX power supplies. Power supply status and
interlocks are checked before the initiation of a test
cycle. The timing of the various events can be
controlled with a choice of several clock rates from
100 Hz to 25 KHz. The clock rat? can be changed
during the event to accoaaodate the experiment.

Experimental Data Handling

The same minicomputer and event timing system is
used to control the conversion and storage of test
data. A computer terminal is used to specify the
desired timing and which sensor data will be retained
for analysis. The ability to change clock rates
during the event allows high time resolution for short
periods without wasting storage space.

A CAMAC (Computer Automated Measurement And
Control) interface system is used to tie the computer
to all FELIX control and sensor systems except the
infrared scanning system described below. Initially
32 simultaneous analog-to-digital channels with
storage capacity up to 2048 samples each are provided
but these can be expanded both in channel and storage
capacity.

After FELIX has been pulsed, the desired data are
transferred to the computer, normalized, and stored in
disk memory. Selected data can be plotted graphically
at the operator terminal for immediate checking.
Final processing and analysis are done after data sets
are electronically transferred to the Argonne central
computing facility where standard and customized
software is available for analysis.

Instrumentation

Several types of sensor systems will be tested in
the Initial experiments to find the ones that best
cope with the electrical and magnetic environment of
FELIX. Signal wire choice and shielding, high
frequency carrier exitation and filtering, and data
processing will all be used to reduce the effects of
electromagnetic interference. A two-layer gauge



developed for TFTR will be used for surface strain and
carque sensing. ' Hali probes viil be cesced ioc
napping solenoid and iipoLe fieias ana fieid
distortion by eddy currents in test objects. Search
coiis vill ilso be nested in :he future.

To find the overall torque on a test piece, the
rotation about the horizontal axis perpendicular to
both fields will be sensed by a Rotary Variable
Differential Transformer with high-frequency
exication.

Surface temperature rises (related to eddy
current densities) will be sensed with thermistors or
foil gauges tor point measurements and with infrared
vIR) scanning. The IR scene data is nominally in T.V
format for i/iewing but Che IR picture elements
'.pixels) are captured in digital form before
conversion for display and stored in computer
memory. The 32,768 pixels per scene can be displayed
locally and transmitted to other computers .is are the
3th«=r aata.

In order to eliminate the uncertainties of
surface emittance, mirror reflectance, and IR scanner
calibration, a thermal test pattern will be scanned
and its image stored before each test sequence. The
pattern consists of a printed circuit board with
thirteen identical strip patterns with different
currents flowing through them Co create a thermal
"grey scale" ranging in temperature from ambient to
about 20°C above ambient. Figure 16 is a picture of a

as the test plate to enhance IR emission. The IR
radiacion is Chen reflected from the same airror used
for the place tests. On top of the 1000-angstrora
aluminized surface coacing the mirror also has a 2000-
angscron coating of M5FI to enhance IR reflectance.

Fig. 17. Graph of Temperature across
Thermal Test Target

Eddy Current Distribution in a Flat Disk

The initial experiment is now underway to
determine che eddy current distribution induced in a
flat disk by the decay of the dipole field at a race
up to 50 T/s. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.
18 before Insertion inco FELIX. The leads to the disk
strain gauges are visible on the top left portion of
the disk, and two mounted strain gauges are reflected
In the mirror. To che right are the arms supporting
Hall probes above and below the disk. Two probes are
mounted on Che top arm and two on the bottom to
measure normal and tangential components of magnetic
fields above and below the disk. The eddy current
density is given by the difference in tangencial
components. The arms move radially along che disk to
sample these fields. Figure 19 shows the disk mounted
in the center of FELIX. Immediately below che disk Is
che mirror thac refleccs the thermal image out through
the FELIX end opening Co che IR camera equipment. The
mirror can be moved axially to reflecc all parts of
the disk area.

Fig. lb. Photo of IR Display Showing Thermal Test
Pattern (white on right). Grey Scale at
Top (white on left) is Generated by the
IR SysCem Electronics. Thermocouple
Wires Appear at the Bottom. Temperatures
Range from Ambient to 6°C above Ambient.

thermal test patttern. Each strip has a thermocouple
which is aonitored to determine the Cemperature, this
calibration data is Chen used to correct and convert
eddy current data to cemperature. Figure 17 is a
graph of the temperature across the thermal test
pattern. During calibration the board generating the
test pattern is mounted underneath the plate to be
tesced and is painted with the same flat black paint Fig. 18. Flat Disk Experimental Setup



Fig. 19. Flat Disk Experiment in FELIX
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